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Introduction

The pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus has expanded greatly in primate evolution, with its expansion linked to cortical areas associated with integration of visual information, attention, and movement planning (Preuss, 2007). Converging evidence suggests that the pulvinar plays a critical role in visual attention. First, visual responses of single neurons throughout the macaque pulvinar are strongly enhanced or attenuated by the behavioral relevance and the animal’s perceptual awareness of visual stimuli (Petersen et al., 1985; Bender and Youakim, 2001; Wilke et al., 2009). Second, blood flow and glucose uptake in the human pulvinar are increased by selective attention (LaBerge and Buchsbaum, 1990; Kastner and Pinsk, 2004; Smith et al., 2009). Third, pulvinar lesions in humans (Zihl and von Cramon, 1979; Rafal and Posner, 1987; Karnath et al., 2002; Ward and Arend, 2007; Arend et al., 2008b; Snow et al., 2009) and monkeys (Bender and Butter, 1987; Petersen et al., 1987; Desimone et al., 1990) lead to specific disruptions in attention tasks.

Nevertheless, it is not known whether these attentional control deficits lead to impairments in action planning and whether the pulvinar plays a critical role in coordination of eye and limb movements. Based on anatomical connectivity alone, the dorsal pulvinar is well situated to coordinate visuomotor behavior, as it exchanges projections with relevant cortical areas, including posterior parietal cortex (i.e., lateral intraparietal (LIP) area, area 5, area 7a) and prefrontal cortex (frontal eye fields (FEFs), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)), and receives direct input from the intermediate layers of the superior colliculus (SC) (Grieve et al., 2000; Gutierrez et al., 2000; Kaas and Lyon, 2007). However, aside from previous electrophysiological studies showing that pulvinar neurons exhibit firing rate changes during and after eye (Robinson et al., 1990, 1991; Benevento and Port, 1995) and limb (Acuna et al., 1990) movements, it is not yet known whether the pulvinar is critical for the selection and visual guidance of movements. The results of two previous studies involving bilateral ablation were mixed on whether the pulvinar might have a specific role in oculomotor function (Ungerleider and Christensen, 1977; Bender and Baizer, 1990).

In the present study, we investigate several measures of eye and upper limb movement behavior after reversible unilateral inactivation of the dorsal pulvinar, including target selection, movement execution, and spontaneous visual exploration.

Materials and Methods

Experiments

Three adult monkeys (Macaca mulatta), including two females (A and B) and one male (C), weighing between 4.5 and 8 kg, were tested in these experiments. All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health and were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the National Institute of Mental Health.

Surgery

Monkeys were implanted under general isoflurane anesthesia with a scleral search coil and a custom-designed fiberglass head holder. In monkey A, we implanted a 23 gauge fused silicate guide cannula (Plastics One) providing chronic access to the pulvinar. During implantation of the cannula, a small hole was drilled into the skull, exposing a region of
Overall, we performed 12 inactivation sessions in monkey A (7 muscimol: 3 right hemisphere, 4 left hemisphere; 5 THIP: 3 right hemisphere, 2 left hemisphere), 7 in monkey B (7 THIP, left hemisphere), and 11 in monkey C (3 muscimol, 8 THIP, left hemisphere). Control data collection was interleaved with drug injection sessions. Behavioral effects after THIP injections into the pulvinar typically lasted several hours, whereas behavioral effects after muscimol injections could sometimes be observed after >12 h, reflecting the substantially greater affinity and binding rate of muscimol than THIP for the GABA$_A$ receptors [muscimol > GABA > THIP (Waszczak et al., 1980; Jones and Balster, 1998)]. The minimum interval between two injections was 2 d.

**Structural MRI image acquisition**
Anatomical images were acquired in a 4.7 T, 60 cm vertical monkey scanner (BioSpec 47/60; Bruker) equipped with a Siemens AC44 gradient coil. Monkeys were well adapted to the scanner environment and sat awake in a custom-made MR-compatible chair (see Materials and Methods) (Maier et al., 2008). Scans were performed via custom-made transmit-and-receive surface coils surrounding the back portion of the animal’s head. Coronal anatomical images were acquired using a modified driven equilibrium Fourier transform (MDEFT) sequence with an in-plane resolution of 0.5 mm and a slice thickness of either 1 or 1.75 mm, which were **post hoc** rotated into the stereotaxic plane to compare with the atlas (Saleem and Logothetis, 2007).

**Monkey training for the scanner environment**
Monkeys were acclimated to the scanner environment by (1) conditioning them to sit in their chairs in the magnet room, (2) raising and lowering them into the scanner bore, (3) familiarizing them with the sound of the scanner sequences, first when they were outside the scanner and then inside. In all cases, these experiences were reinforced with juice, and the monkeys were observed with a camera for any signs of distress. All three monkeys became quickly accustomed to the magnet.

**Behavioral tasks**
Behavioral data were acquired in the period between 30 and 120 min after the start of the injection. Control and inactivation sessions were conducted in an alternating manner, applying the following tasks.

**Manual retrieval (decision) task.** Monkeys sat with their head unconstrained in a primate chair. The chair was open in front, allowing the animals to reach for small pieces of fruit placed on a table in front of them. On each trial (9–31 trials per session), four equally sized food items were placed in each of four positions on the table (see Fig. 2A). Monkeys were free to choose any fruit piece in any order using either hand within a 30 s period.

**Manual retrieval (instructed hand) task.** The paradigm is the same as that of the manual retrieval (decision) task, but with a barrier placed in front of one hand, requiring the animal to use either the contralesional or ipsilesional hand to grasp the fruit pieces (6–10 trials per hand and session). The barrier was opaque, but the monkeys were able to look over it onto the table surface.

**Free viewing task.** Monkeys sat awake in a lit room with their head restrained as their spontaneous oculomotor behavior was monitored by means of a scleral search coil.

**Saccade (instructed location) task.** Monkeys were required to fixate a point in the center of the screen for 800 ms, after which a single peripheral target (0.3° radius) was presented at one of four possible positions [horizontal, −15 or 15° (−8 or 8° in monkey A); vertical: −5 or 5°] in randomly interleaved order. Monkeys received reward when the whole eye movement sequence, consisting of fixation and saccade toward the new target, was successfully completed. Only when the monkeys’ performance exceeded 95% correct during training sessions would we start the injection experiments. In most experiments, target onset and fixation spot offset coincided in time. However, we also conducted a delayed version of this task in which the time between cue onset and fixation spot offset was randomized from 300 to 4000 ms. During the delayed saccade task, monkeys were required to maintain fixation on the central point for 1000 ms before the peripheral saccade target was turned on, and then
hold fixation until the central fixation point was switched off (N\text{control} = 4; N\text{THIP} = 4).

Saccade (decision) task. In a subset of trials that were randomly interleaved with the instructed trials (ratio, 1:3), two targets were presented simultaneously at horizontal positions, symmetrically positioned −15 and 15° in the visual fields, either 5° above or below the horizontal meridian. The trial sequence is the same as described above (see Saccade [instructed location] task). Monkeys were required to sac- cade to either one or the other, with a reward probability of 50% assigned to each target. Approximately even selection of both targets was furthermore encouraged by rewarding monkeys with three times more juice for a saccade made to the less frequent target (assessed by a counter). The same reward schedule was applied during control and inactivation sessions.

Monkey training for the saccade task
Monkeys were trained using positive juice rein-forcement to have their head restrained in the chair as eye movements were continuously measured using an implanted scleral search coil (Robinson, 1963). During testing, eye position was sampled and recorded at 200 Hz. To train the monkeys to fixate in the middle of the screen, they initially received juice reward whenever the measured eye position was within a radius of 5° of a centrally presented fixation spot. As monkeys became more proficient, the fixation window was systematically decreased to 1° and fixation duration was systematically increased to several seconds. During testing, reward was only delivered when the whole eye movement sequence consisting of fixation and saccade toward the new target was successfully completed.

Data analysis

Visually guided grasping
Videotaped data were analyzed off-line. Spatial grasping choices were calculated by dividing the table into four zones, including far (two peripheral) and near (two central) zones in the ipsilesional and contrale- sional hemifields (see Fig. 2A). The behavioral deficits associated with the far zones were more pronounced than those associated with the near zones; however, we pooled the near and far data to focus on the lateralization of the deficit. The proportions of both hand usage and hemifield choice were computed from trials with four treat items, with results from the two monkeys, A and C, considered together. Reaching times were computed starting from when the table was placed within reach of the monkey to the time of contact with the target, independently of whether the treat was retrieved correctly. Unless otherwise stated, statistical comparisons between performance in control versus inactivation sessions were tested by means of a two-way ANOVA (hemifield by inactivation), followed by statistical comparisons separately for each hemifield. Reaching movements were qualitatively evaluated by careful examination of the digital movies and classified into three categories: “normal,” in which the hand moved accurately to the target position; “corrected,” in which the hand missed the target initially but reached the correct position after some attempts with a targeted movement; and “uncor- rected,” in which the monkey missed the target and either failed to reach it within the 30 s period or hit it by chance (e.g., by using a hand- sweeping strategy) (for a similar classification scheme, see Perenin and Vighetto, 1988). Reaching time was calculated from the time the treat was placed within reach of the monkey to the time the hand touched the treat (independent of whether or not the grasp was correct). Grasping behavior was analyzed off-line, beginning with the monkey moving his hand to the correct treat position. A corrected grasp error was defined as the accurate grasping of a treat after an initially inappropriate hand shaping while approaching the target or on initial contact. An uncorrected grasp error was defined as either a complete failure to grasp and retrieve the treat or dropping the object during the retrieval process.

Eye movement analysis
Eye position was sampled at 200 Hz, and data were stored off-line. Sac- cades were identified using custom-written software in MATLAB on the basis of velocity criteria. The beginning of a saccade was defined as the time point when velocity (the resultant of the horizontal and velocity vectors) exceeded a threshold of 100°/s. The end of the saccade was defined as the time when velocity fell below 50°/s (for saccade amplitudes >10°) and, consequently, reflects the eye position at this time. Peak velocity was determined as the maximum velocity reached during the saccade. Two-way ANOVAs (hemifield by inactivation) were computed unless otherwise specified, followed by statistical comparisons separately for each hemifield.

Spontaneous eye movements
We calculated the proportion of time spent in either hemifield by ana- lyzing 4 min of horizontal eye traces in each session and subdividing the data into horizontal zones: left (>5° left of center), center (within 5° of center), and right (>5° right of center). Mean viewing position was calculated by averaging the horizontal eye traces first within a given session and then over sessions.

Instructed and decision saccade-task
Only those trials were analyzed in which monkeys kept fixating at least until the onset of the saccade cue. Oculomotor sessions in which mon- keys developed a nystagmus and became unable to fixate were eliminated (two muscimol and one THIP injection sessions in monkeys B and C). A correct trial was defined as one in which the monkey acquired the target position within 400 ms after fixation spot offset and fixated this position for at least another 100 ms, and the saccade was within a 5° radius of the target for target eccentricities >15° and within a 3° radius for
target eccentricities <15°. This relatively large window was chosen to allow for potential saccade endpoint inaccuracies resulting from the inactivation. Incorrect trials were defined as not acquiring the loosely defined target position in time or breaking fixation of the target position prematurely. Saccade latencies were computed from correct trials.

**Results**

Three monkeys underwent behavioral testing after injection of a GABA_A agonist into the dorsal pulvinar [muscimol (10 sessions) or THIP (20 sessions)]. Data from the three monkeys were qualitatively similar and therefore were pooled unless otherwise stated. Injection locations were identified by means of presurgical anatomical MRI and repeatedly verified by imaging the spread of gadolinium associated with the injection (see Materials and Methods). Imaging data indicate that inactivation was primarily in the dorsal pulvinar (Fig. 1; supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Throughout the paper, the terms “ipsilesional” and “contralesional” are used with respect to the inactivated hemisphere (e.g., after an injection into the left hemisphere, the left visual hemifield is ipsilesional).

**General behavioral deficits**

After unilateral pulvinar inactivation, the monkeys exhibited overt spatial neglect in the contralesional field, particularly after injection with muscimol. Waving pieces of fruit, clapping, and making threatening gestures in the contralesional hemifield were generally ineffective at capturing the interest of the animal, whereas the same actions elicited the expected responses in the ipsilesional hemifield. In addition, squeezing of the contralesional hand or foot frequently did not elicit a behavioral response. In some sessions, particularly after muscimol injection, monkeys exhibited a horizontal oculomotor drift that developed into a nystagmus with the quick phase toward the ipsilesional space. Consistent with previous observations (Waszczak et al., 1980; Jones and Balster, 1998), THIP at the same dose produced more moderate symptoms than muscimol and allowed for systematic testing of oculomotor behavior.

We also observed changes in intentional motor behavior, including reduction of spontaneous movements of the contralesional limbs while the animals were sitting in the testing chair. The contralesional hand was often held in a flexed position in front of the chest. After inactivation, several aspects of visually guided behavior were disrupted. When their ipsilesional hand was restricted, the animals would typically reach inaccurately for a treat with the contralesional hand and grasp it awkwardly. Overall, their appearance was similar to reports of optic ataxia in patients after damage to the parietal lobe (Perenin and Vighetto, 1988). On several occasions, monkeys let the treat drop to the floor (supplemental Fig. 2A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), a behavior never observed with either hand in the control sessions or with the ipsilesional hand after injections. Also, as previously reported in patients with parietal lesions (Ropper, 1982), we occasionally observed “self-grasping,” whereby the ipsilesional hand grasped the contralesional forearm and released it 1–2 s later after visual inspection (supplemental Fig. 2B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Other aspects of motor behavior, such as walking on four limbs in the home cage, appeared normal.

**Effects on visually guided reaching and grasping**

To assess whether the dorsal pulvinar contributes to the selection and coordination of reaching and grasping movements, we designed a simple task in which monkeys sat in front of a table with four treats distributed in an evenly spaced row extending from the ipsilesional to the contralesional hemifield (Fig. 2A). In these experiments, the animals sat in an open chair without head restriction or eye fixation requirements, and were thus able to engage in approximately natural visually guided grasping behavior. The animals were given 30 s to retrieve all items on the table (in control sessions, only a few seconds were typically required). We analyzed the position of items taken, time required, and order of retrieval, and rated the accuracy of both reaching and grasping movements (see Materials and Methods).

The most prominent deficit associated with inactivation was a strong tendency to retrieve ipsilesional targets first, possibly be-
cause of a lack of awareness of treats in the contralesional field. Figure 2B shows the percentage of trials in which the animals selected their first treat from the ipsilesional hemifield, before and after inactivation. Whereas in control sessions, selection was divided evenly between the sides, inactivation strongly skewed the initial selections to the ipsilesional side (two-way ANOVA; hemifield by inactivation, \( p < 0.001 \)). Spatial deficits with muscimol were more severe than those with the same amount of THIP. For example, monkeys completely failed to retrieve contralesional treats in 30.9% of the trials after muscimol injection, compared with 5.7% after THIP injection and 1.1% in control sessions (two-way ANOVA; hemifield by muscimol inactivation, \( p < 0.05 \)) (data not shown). The second obvious inactivation effect was the exclusive use of the ipsilesional hand to reach for objects when monkeys were free to use either. Whereas monkeys showed only a modest hand preference in control sessions, they strongly favored the ipsilesional hand after inactivation (Fig. 2C). This hand bias was found for ipsilesional and contralesional treat positions (two-way ANOVA; hand by inactivation, \( p < 0.001 \)).

We next tested the reaching performance for each hand separately (i.e., the “instructed hand” condition) (Fig. 3A). As shown in Figure 3B, reaching errors with the ipsilesional hand were rare. When errors did occur, mainly after muscimol inactivation, they were in the contralesional space and of the corrected type (see Materials and Methods). In contrast, reaching movements of the contralesional limb were impaired toward both sides of the table. Although monkeys were nearly always able to correct their reaching errors in control and THIP sessions (Fig. 3B, “uncorrected errors” in THIP sessions), uncorrected errors did occur in 33% of reaches toward contralesional targets after muscimol injection.

In general, contralesional limb movements were hesitant and uncoordinated, often consisting of broad, sweeping movements, and this was also reflected in increased reaching times (Fig. 3C). Inactivation also affected grasping, disrupting the capacity of the animals to preshape the contralesional hand when approaching the object and to adopt adequate finger postures to grasp it once the correct position was reached (Fig. 4A). The most common mistake was that fingers were overextended during the transport phase and the precision grip was impaired. Like reaching errors, grasping errors (see Materials and Methods) were most prominent during contralesional hand usage (Fig. 4B).

### Effects on spontaneous visual exploration

As described above, pulvinar inactivation biased limb movement decisions toward using ipsilesional limbs and toward ipsilesional space. To determine whether a similar bias would be observed during spontaneous oculomotor exploration, we measured eye movements while monkeys sat in a lit room in a head-fixed position. Since eye movements after muscimol injection were often confounded by nystagmus, we focused on the effects of THIP injections.

Figure 5A shows typical raw eye movement traces before and after inactivation for two monkeys. Between 1.5 and 2 h after the injection, gaze was almost exclusively directed to the ipsilesional (in these cases, left) hemifield. As shown in the average over sessions in Figure 5B, pulvinar inactivation resulted in a significant increase in time spent in the ipsilesional hemifield (two-way ANOVA, \( p < 0.001 \)), and consequently, the mean gaze position was shifted 7.7° toward the ipsilesional hemifield (Fig. 5C).
Effects on saccades to single targets

We next evaluated the effects of pulvinar inactivation on instructed, visually guided eye movements toward single targets (Fig. 6, “Instructed”). After inactivation, there was no significant impairment in the monkeys’ ability to move their eyes to the correct target (Fig. 7A). At the same time, saccade latencies were strongly affected in all three monkeys (Fig. 7B). This was expressed chiefly in a significant shortening of response times for ipsilesional targets, with that for contralesional targets only minimally affected (ANOVA, main effect of inactivation for ipsilesional targets: p < 0.0001; but not for contralesional targets: p > 0.1). Specifically, pulvinar inactivation decreased the mean saccade latency for ipsilesional targets by 35 ms in monkey A (control, 232 ms, vs inactivation, 197 ms), 56 ms in monkey B (control, 247 ms, vs inactivation, 191 ms) and 49 ms in monkey C (247 vs 198 ms). In addition, peak velocities for ipsilesional saccades were significantly increased (p < 0.0001). Finally, although inactivation did not disrupt the ability to respond correctly in the task, there was a slight ipsilesional shift (i.e., an overshoot) in saccade endpoint positions for ipsilesional targets (mean difference between control and inactivation: 1.1° in monkey A, 0.2° in monkey B, and 0.6° in monkey C; p < 0.0001).

Effects on oculomotor decisions

Finally, we tested whether inactivation altered saccadic responses when monkeys were given the choice between two targets shown simultaneously to the left and right visual field (Fig. 6, “Decision”) (see Materials and Methods). This decision condition was randomly interleaved with the single target (“Instructed”) condition described above. Figure 8A shows the eye traces from representative sessions and illustrates a bias after inactivation toward choosing ipsilesional targets. This result demonstrates that, although neither ipsilesional nor contralesional saccadic performance is disrupted after inactivation, the monkeys’ selection of between two targets is severely affected. Figure 8B shows the population data from all nine sessions from the two monkeys tested with this task and shows that, after pulvinar inactivation, there is almost exclusive selection of the target in the ipsilesional hemifield (p < 0.001). As in the single target condition, saccade endpoints were shifted toward the ipsilesional field after pulvinar inactivation (mean difference between control and inactivation, 0.7° in monkey B and 1.1° in monkey C; p < 0.0001) (Fig. 8C).

Similar inactivation effects on ipsilesional saccade latencies (control, 290 ms, vs inactivation, 270 ms; p < 0.01) and ipsilesional bias during oculomotor decisions (control, 0.31, vs inactivation, 0.7; p < 0.05) were found in the context of a delayed saccade task (see Materials and Methods). At the same time, the proportion of fixation aborts toward ipsilesional targets in the delayed task was not significantly increased (p > 0.1), indicating that the spatial decision bias cannot be fully explained by a deficit to inhibit saccades toward ipsilesional targets.

Discussion

The main finding of the present study is that unilateral inactivation of the dorsal pulvinar leads to a constellation of deficits involving the selection of eye and hand movement targets and coordination of visually guided manual reaching and grasping. Since monkeys were able to perform saccades to single targets in either hemifield and were able to reach with the contralesional arm on request, the deficits cannot be attributed to either a primary visual field (i.e., scotoma) or motor effect (i.e., hemiparesis). In the following, we discuss the potential role of the dorsal pulvinar in the organization of oculomotor and manual behavior.

The pulvinar and visual extinction

We found that inactivation diminished, and in some cases abolished, exploration of the contralesional field, particularly when left and right space was simultaneously stimulated. This result is consistent with previous studies in both monkeys and human patients showing visual attention impairments after pulvinar lesions (Zihl and von Cramon, 1979; Petersen et al., 1987; Desimone et al., 1990; Karnath et al., 2002; Arend et al., 2008a). Although our tasks did not directly discriminate between attentional and motor decisional components, the effector-independent ipsilesional decision bias shows that pulvinar inactivation severely disrupts overt spatial behavior. This result fits
well with previous work showing that inactivation of the dorsomedial pulvinar affects covert spatial selection, interfering with monkeys’ capacity to shift attention into the contralesional field (Petersen et al., 1987). Our findings suggest that the disruption of covert orienting is part of a more general syndrome involving action selection.

In general, the extinction symptoms in the present study resembled those previously reported after extended parietal or temporoparietal cortical lesions, and may thus directly reflect the temporary dysfunction of this cortical circuitry (Lynch and McLaren, 1989; Karnath, 2001; Kerkhoff, 2001; Wardak et al., 2002a; Husain and Nachev, 2007), which is conceivable given its strong anatomical connectivity with these areas. Parietal lesions in monkeys rarely lead to full-blown visual neglect but instead result in contralesional extinction under conditions of bilateral stimulation (Lynch and McLaren, 1989; Wardak et al., 2002b; Schiller and Tehovnik, 2003). We found that large doses of muscimol to the dorsal pulvinar led to pronounced spatial neglect, whereas lower doses of muscimol or THIP more consistently led to contralesional extinction without overt signs of neglect.

There is considerable evidence that an anatomical disconnection of frontoparietal circuits is an important contributor to spatial neglect symptoms (Bartolomeo et al., 1994; Gaffan and Hornak, 1997). One possibility is that the neglect and extinction symptoms we observed after pulvinar inactivation reflect such a disconnection. It has been previously suggested that corticocortical loops through the pulvinar may serve to coordinate communication between distant brain areas (Crick and Koch, 1998; Sherman, 2005), and this long-range coordination may be particularly important for the complex visuomotor behavior of primates (Preuss, 2007). Thus, one interpretation of the diverse behavioral deficits we observed is that inactivation of the dorsal pulvinar led to a temporary disruption of information flow between cortical areas involved in spatial attention and action programming, such as posterior parietal, dorsolateral prefrontal, and superior temporal cortex (Gutierrez et al., 2000; Cappe et al., 2007).

The dorsal pulvinar and saccade generation

After inactivation, the execution of saccades to contralesional targets remained intact. The absence of contralesional oculomotor impairments per se after pulvinar lesions is consistent with a previous study investigating oculomotor behavior after chronic bilateral pulvinar lesions in monkeys (Bender and Baizer, 1990). Albeit not reported in previous studies, the shortened ipsilesional latencies found in the present study are reminiscent of a previous observation in human patients with pulvinar lesions showing reduced saccade latency inhibition during the presence of a fixation spot (Rafal et al., 2004). Given the strong interconnectivity of the dorsal pulvinar with oculomotor networks in the parietal and frontal cortex, as well as the caudal superior temporal sulcus, effects on eye movements may well be understood as reflecting dysfunction of these cortical areas.

Support for this proposal comes from previous lesion studies of brain structures, such as the LIP area, that have strong connections with the dorsal pulvinar. For example, Li and Andersen (1999) reported that, after LIP inactivation, saccades toward the ipsilesional hemifield became hypermetric. At the same time, and also similar to our findings, structural or reversible lesions of area LIP had either modest (Lynch and McLaren, 1989; Li et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2010) or no effect on saccade latencies to contralesional targets (Wardak et al., 2002b). However, neither of those studies investigating oculomotor behavior after LIP lesions reported a decrease in saccade latencies toward ipsilesional targets, suggesting that this effect of pulvinar inactivation does not reflect LIP function. Several other cortical and subcortical structures must also be considered based on anatomical connectivity. For exam-
Another structure interconnected with the dorsal pulvinar is the DLPFC. Although there are to our knowledge no experiments that directly correspond to ours, there is some evidence from human transcranial magnetic stimulation and human patients studies, that a "virtual" or structural lesion of the DLPFC leads to shorter than normal saccade latencies toward the ipsilesional side (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2005; Coubard and Kapoula, 2006), consistent with that particular aspect of our findings. Finally, the SC projects to the pulvinar and receives input from cortical areas interconnected with the pulvinar. However, reported oculomotor deficits after SC lesions are far more pronounced than those in the present study (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1985; Schiller et al., 1987). Based on the absence of saccade deficits to contralateral targets presented alone, the pronounced decision bias, and the decreased latencies toward ipsilesional targets, we conclude that dorsal pulvinar lesion effects on oculomotor behavior are most consistent with a hypofunction in posterior parietal cortex (i.e., LIP) and possibly dorsolateral prefrontal circuit.

The pulvinar and limb movements

Based on its connectivity, the pulvinar has been thought to play a role in such functions as multimodal integration, transformation between reference frames, and volitional limb movements (Grieve et al., 2000). In support of the latter hypothesis, some cells in the lateral pulvinar of monkeys were found to be activated by intentional movement of the upper limbs (Acuna et al., 1983, 1990).

We found that dorsal pulvinar inactivation severely disrupted reaching for treats and grasping them with the contralateral hand. After inactivation, monkeys tended to overestimate or underestimate target positions, and the anticipatory shaping of the thumb–index grip was impaired during contralesional hand use. Similar deficits have been described in monkeys with large lesions of the posterior parietal cortex, including areas 5 and 7 (Faugier-Grimaud et al., 1978; Lamotte et al., 2000). In support of the latter hypothesis, some cells in the lateral pulvinar of monkeys were found to be activated by intentional movement of the upper limbs (Acuna et al., 1983, 1990).
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We found that dorsal pulvinar inactivation severely disrupted reaching for treats and grasping them with the contralateral hand. After inactivation, monkeys tended to overestimate or underestimate target positions, and the anticipatory shaping of the thumb–index grip was impaired during contralesional hand use. Similar deficits have been described in monkeys with large lesions of the posterior parietal cortex, including areas 5 and 7 (Faugier-Grimaud et al., 1978; Lamotte et al., 2000). In support of the latter hypothesis, some cells in the lateral pulvinar of monkeys were found to be activated by intentional movement of the upper limbs (Acuna et al., 1983, 1990).
breakdown of frontoparietal communication (Battaglia-Mayer and Caminiti, 2002). Since the inferior parietal lobule and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex project to extensively overlapping locations within the dorsal pulvinar (Gutierrez et al., 2000), it is conceivable that, after its inactivation, reaching and grasping deficits are attributable to the functional breakdown of those frontoparietal cortical networks.

Anatomical interconnections of the dorsal pulvinar also suggest that its inactivation would impair cognitive functions that rely on parietomedial temporal cortex interactions, such as knowing where objects are located in respect to each other in allocentric space (Burgess, 2008). However, this question was not investigated here and has to await additional studies.

Are the reaching deficits explained by visual attention effects? Since reaching times as well as positional errors were increased for both ipsilesional and contralateral targets during contralateral hand usage, reaching deficits cannot be entirely attributed to the visual neglect symptoms. Pulvinar inactivation also resulted in grasping impairments such as inappropriate wrist orientation and inappropriate hand shaping before and during treat retrieval. In addition, monkeys tended to ignore stimulation of the contralateral hand such as touching or manipulating by the experimenter. Therefore, somatosensory and proprioceptive deficits may have contributed to the observed grasping deficits. Together, our data are consistent with the view that the visually guided reaching and grasping deficits after pulvinar inactivation result from a hypofunction in frontoparietal circuits, which in turn leads to a disintegration of sensorimotor transformation processes.
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